
May I Introduce to you a miraculous event... 

A 19 year old young man, years ahead of his time; fast promoted and 

graduated school, and at the University of Vienna, Austria earned a Doctorate 

in Agrobiology; loving the study of plants; “stealing their virtues”, when 

learning of their healing powers.        

Many patents were registered also by him, such as a freezing process to 

preserve vegetables from prematurely rotting;            

also inventing acrylic paint to replace the poisonous oil paint fumes;       

another was the mechanism placed in vehicles to reduce gas consumption 

while driving; all still in use today! 

This young man loved all sports; his favorite, mountain climbing.  Often his 

sports were interrupted by episodes of severe weakness and loss of oxygen.  

Tragedy was barely averted on one such episode while mountain climbing with 

his friends, endangering everyone’s lives. 

He pledged that he would never climb again until he had found a solution to 

his health challenges. 

For 8 months he combined his beloved plants in his lab, but without complete 

satisfaction. 

Exhausted one evening; left the lab and fell into bed; expecting a solution to his 

health needs for the next day. 

Awakened by a vivid dream, “lit up like a neon sign”, a specific formulation was 

presented to him! 

Immediately he wrote it down so as to preserve its precise accuracy. 

When, at the lab the next day, he brewed his formulation... “Here was exactly 

what I needed!” he said. 

He used it to cleanse the blood of all body toxins; to alkalize pH for body 

healing; to oxygenate himself for more energy and less brain ‘fog’! 

His peers, friends and family noticed such a difference in his energy; 

brightening clarity of thought, asked for a sample! 

They reported to him how great they felt all over, which surprised him!           

So many people wanted to continue using it, that he found himself seeking 

empty bottles from his neighbours.   



It also placed him in an unexpected financial burden; not realizing what was 

happening.  He was of no mind to do business; more interested in helping his 

fellow man...feeling morally responsible.  He believed: ‘Be a friend in deed to a 

friend in need’! 

Standing before a Board of 26 ‘stony-faced’ scientists, he was awarded a 

Doctorate in Biochemistry on his ‘preparation’ and findings, as his thesis. 

The Head of the Canadian Universities requested that he come to Canada to 

upgrade its programs.  In the process he forgot to make his ‘preparation’.  His  

lack of energy, oxygenation, acidity and sluggish blood had returned. 

Again he brewed his ‘preparation’...        

Again he felt energized...            

Again his peers, friends asked for samples...         

Again their numbers grew quickly, ‘like rabbits’, he joked.                             

Now he was making more money and he also enlisted his students to help him. 

This young man, Dr. Karl Jurak, gave this ‘preparation’ away for 60 years!   

                   

So more people could access this ‘Magic in a Bottle’ for improved health all over 

the body, Karl and his friends opened business in Canada in, October 22, 

1984, called Matol Botanical International.  Health Canada approved the Matol 

‘preparation’ as a food.                        

                      

It spread like wildfire in Canada and the USA; breaking all industry sales 

records the first two years in business, excitedly starting the Matol 

Movement; to ‘give it a try’ to fill the nutritional gap for improved health! 

Up until 2007, well over 40 million bottles were sold... millions more since!   

                      

Today Karl’s ‘preparation’...92 years later, since 1922...remains unchanged!                      

In Canada called Matol; in USA; Km. 

We are responsible for our own health and wellness!  No One Else!    

               

People are desperately in need of the benefits of Matol/Km more than ever 

before!  Word of mouth is the most powerful way to share with others!     

This Gift to Mankind has been bestowed upon us by Dr. Karl Jurak; his legacy. 

  Why not use it for LIFE; to cleanse/restore health and to protect our health!  
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